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Los Angeles, Los Angeles and San Diego. This is a movie about life, where you play for life, like in this life.
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songs Joker Wallpaper Lil Wayne is
set to premiere the teaser for his
new song featuring post Malone

which is currently being titled "Kill
Yourself". The song is off the

mixtape “DopeBoyBoss” as well as
featuring an original song called
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“Never Been” that was cut from his
upcoming “I Am Not a Human

Being II” mixtape. "Kill Yourself" is
a song about giving up and killing
yourself and is produced by the

likes of Metro Boomin and DJ
Mustard. "I think it's a strong

message for today's time," Wayne
said during a phone conversation
with Hip Hop DX. He continued:

“It's about times that I need to get
out of this life and end it." The

entire project is expected to come
out sometime during 2019. You

can listen to "Never Been" below.
Lil Wayne MP3 Download - Lil
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